
Combined Shinkansen and existing tracks, our company operates

12,500 trains per day on a total track distance of approximately 7,500

km, and approximately 16 million passengers use our trains.  It is the

maintenance unit in charge of maintenance of cars and various types

of ground equipment that supports such railroad transportation; they

strive to properly maintain and manage them in order to provide

quality service to the passengers.  This maintenance unit is in charge

of an extremely large volume of equipment (Figure 1) and how to

minimize maintenance cost has become an important management

issue.

In the field of maintenance, therefore, it is necessary to sufficiently

examine the maintenance activities from various points of view in

order to achieve optimal maintenance and management, including

cost appropriateness.  For this purpose, accomplishments through

research and development activities are believed to become a

significant contribution, and various efforts are thus being made.

In this document, I would like to introduce the approach to cost

reduction by our research and development unit from two different

points of view.

First, the direction of research and development activities will be

examined while focusing on the cost structure indicating "how much

repair cost is required in what field." 

Second, potentiality of cost reduction through research and

development activities within general maintenance procedures will be

examined and then specific potential research topics will be explored.

2.1 Analysis of repair costs

Figure 2 shows the ratio of repair costs to the overall business

expenses of JR East and the breakdown of the repair cost.

Maintenance-related expenses, including labor cost, amount to 390

billion yen (approximately 25% of the entire business expenses).

When analyzing the breakdown of this 190 billion yen repair cost,

which accounts for 48% of the maintenance-related expenses, the
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result becomes the graphical presentation shown in Figure 3.  In this

figure, equipment and materials subject to repair are categorized and

repair costs required for each category are ranked.  Here, based on

the belief that "larger repair cost should result in larger reduction

effects," we thoroughly examined if research and development

activities for each ranked item cover all requirements specific to that

item.

2.2 Research and development activities related to the high

ranking items

The top-ranking item "rails" cover a distance of approximately 11,600

km (23,200 km for both sides, left and right), and approximately 9.6

billion yen in replacement cost is spent annually.  Note however that

this covers only the direct expenses required for rail replacement, and

if signal-related expenses such as rail bond expenses or rail welding

expenses (expenses accompanying rail replacement) are added, the

total expenses amount to approximately 13.5 billion yen as seen in

Figure 4.

When an attempt is made to reduce this 13.5 billion yen in expenses,

if the number of rails to be replaced is decreased, then not only the

rail material costs but also many other relevant expenses will be

decreased.  In other words, minimizing rail damage and wear or

expanding the standards for replacement should result in a significant

reduction effect.  We are carrying out rail-related research and

development activities from this point of view (Figure 5).  The cost

reduction effect as a result of the development activities to extend the

time before rail replacement will become apparent not when the

developed techniques are installed, but when the next replacement

time comes.  Therefore, although it will take a long time for the

achievement to become apparent, we regard this issue as an

important topic as it can lead to internal reform of the company.

Next, costs required for ballast which ranks third and general tamping

which ranks tenth are believed to be generated due to the existence

of ballast tracks.  As a response to this, there was a development idea

to change the ballast structure which is the source of the cost, and TC

type low-maintenance tracks (Figure 6) currently under construction

on major districts of the Tokyo Metropolitan area were developed.

The length of such tracks that have now been laid exceeds 100 km,

and improvement work has been carried out at a pace of

approximately 30 km per year.  The research and development unit is

now developing the expanded version: low-maintenance tracks for

freight lines and viaducts.

For the overhead line equipment which ranks fourth, integrated

overhead lines as shown in Figure 6 have been developed and

installed.  Power equipment for the feeding lines and trolley wires in

the major line districts of the Tokyo Metropolitan area are integrated

into a new and simple structure by the integrated overhead lines, and

this cable system has already been introduced to districts with a total

distance of approximately 200 km, and the target districts are still

expanding.

The track-related safety cost which ranks second is associated with
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train watchmen when engineering work is carried out along tracks.

However, a TC type train approach warning device has now been

developed and introduced, and ground crews carry a small receiver.

Introduction of this device depends on the district, but it has already

been introduced in over 5,000 km of districts and is still expanding to

other local districts.

For trolley wire which ranks fifth, a new trolley wire with improved

wear resistance and a contact strip for train cars that run while

maintaining contact with trolley wires are now under development.

For viaducts which rank sixth, a viaduct stripping examination

method has been developed (Figure 8) to prevent stripping and

falling of concrete and to allow early repair, and this method has

been in its test phase since last May.

For turnouts which rank seventh, a next-generation turnout / switch

machine with a low failure rate requiring very little maintenance has

been developed and its introduction has just begun in the Tokyo

metropolitan area (Figure 9).  Also, for wooden sleepers which rank

eighth, low-cost PC sleepers for local districts have been developed

and installed (Figure 9).  Although PC sleepers have only been

installed for replacement of old wooden sleepers, with environmental

considerations such as wood resource protection, these low-cost PC

sleepers will be introduced to all of the local districts from now on.

For wheels which rank ninth, efforts have been made to reduce wear

of wheel flanges and to extend the wheel turning cycle within the

scope of "optimization of the wheel and rail lubrication method"

described in Figure 5.

3.1 Flow of maintenance work

General procedures for maintenance work are as follows for both

train cars and various types of ground equipment:

(1) Inspection: inspect the target

(2) Assessment: assess the inspection result against the management

standard values

(3) Planning: create a repair or upgrade plan as necessary

(4) Execution: execute repair or upgrade work

The investigation of the repair cost rankings described above involved

focusing on target equipment or materials in order to explore research

and development for repair cost reduction.  Next, we will examine

how to realize low-cost repair or upgrade engineering work for the

target items that are already in need of repair.  In this case, exploring

the possibility of research and development for each of the four

maintenance work phases of each target item seems effective.  Major

examples of how the result of research and development is used in

individual procedures or how it can be used in the future are

described below.

3.2 Research and development for individual procedures

(1) Inspection phase

In this phase, the more items there are for inspection, the larger the

expected cost reduction effect resulting from automation of inspection
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work.  Inspection results with high accuracy can lead to minimization

of the amount of construction work.  Here, a high performance

inspection car will display its greatest power in the inspection of the

large volume of rails laid along district lines, tracks, and catenaries.

Figure 10 introduces various types of inspection cars that have been

renewed within the last few years.  East i, an electric track

comprehensive inspection car for Shinkansen, was introduced in

FY2002 as a replacement for the conventional inspection car, Doctor

Yellow.  East i has incorporated some improvements, such as

inspection speed improvement (from 210 km/h to 275 km/h) and

sharing tracks with Mini-Shinkansen, as well as new technologies for

various devices and systems.  An electric track comprehensive

inspection car for existing lines (East i-E for electrified sections and

East i-D for non-electrified sections) was introduced in FY2003, and in

this model, too, various new technologies are incorporated.  Also a

rail analyzer car RIC-N was introduced last April when one of the

three analyzer cars for the existing lines had to be replaced due to

aging.  As a result, analysis performance has been greatly improved.

Figure 11 shows newly developed and introduced inspection

equipment as well as equipment currently under development.  A

tunnel lining inspection car CLIC has been newly developed in

response to new demands for concrete hammering tests, and has

been operating since July 2004.  The contact line diagnostic

technology using a sensor with a current collector is for checking the

contact loss ratio or wear of trolley wires by measuring the contact

force between the current collector and trolley wire.  Development of

this technology is almost complete, and is tentatively scheduled to be

used on East i.  Also, axle / axle-box temperature detection

equipment uses a ground sensor to detect temperature of the axle

bearing of a car in operation and promptly makes responses if

temperature abnormalities are found.

(2) Assessment phase

The task in this phase is to determine what should be used as

assessment references and how their values should be specified, and

for this reason, accumulated technical know-how, various test data,

and their analysis results are used to create the most appropriate

assessment references.  As only a slight change to these values will

result in a large change in the volume of repair, creation of the

references is highly important.  Therefore, the research and

development unit is actively participating in this creation process.

More specifically, the research and development unit has been

suggesting extension of the overhaul cycle through improvement of

current collector parts and also has started to examine, as a future

project, if local track management reference values can be more

flexible.

(3) Planning phase

Discovering a way to effectively introduce construction work

machines or repair methods after assessing inspection results is the

task of this phase.  There are a large number of elements to be

examined, and accomplishments of research and development

activities are much anticipated.  One of the recent case examples is

development and introduction of an MTT (multiple tie tamper)

planning support system for the track unit.  This system will allow

creation of an effective operation plan for a construction work

machine called MTT, which is used to tamp down ballast tracks, and

will contribute as a result to a reduction of the number of

construction work projects or MTT machines to be used.  There has

also been a study in which car failure data is analyzed with text

mining* technology such that the analysis results can be used for

creation of measures against failure or designing of new cars.

(4) Execution phase

In the execution phase, the fundamental goal of research and

development is mechanization and automation.  IC device and control

technologies are rapidly growing in this field, and recently, a large
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number of development achievements have been implemented to

work sites.

Figure 12 introduces recent development case examples, including

items that are currently under development.  A high performance

snow removing machine is a maintenance machine with both the

Russel (wedge) type and rotary type snow plow functions in both the

forward and backward directions, capable of locomotive-like

powerful snow removal operation.  Development of this machine is

already complete, and detailed implementation plans are now being

created.  A trolley wire cold pressure welding machine is for joining

ends of trolley wires when only a short length of them is replaced.

Development of this machine is complete for the existing lines and is

under development for Shinkansen.  A track liner is a machine for

realigning Shinkansen slab tracks, and its development is still

continuing in order to significantly increase the length of construction

work completion per night.

To achieve cost reduction, in the research and development unit, we

are exploring the future direction of our research and development

activities while comparing a large volume of information such as

corporate management policies, needs on the ground, technological

development in society, timing of replacing old target equipment, and

so on.  After making a certain amount of predictions regarding

technological potentialities and implementation effects, we start actual

research and development activities.  Therefore, individual cost

reduction issues are not necessarily systematized and sometimes it is

not clear if our unit is making necessary as well as sufficient efforts.

However, as described in this article, checking based on the cost

structure as to whether all necessary efforts are made in research and

development activities and also checking that research and

development activities cover all important issues in terms of

maintenance work procedures are highly important in investigating

the validity of research and development activities.  While adopting

such checking methods, we will make necessary and sufficient efforts

in order to continue producing good research and development

results.

* Text mining: a method of obtaining new findings by analyzing document

content from the perspective of tendencies or correlations.
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